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We provide a brief description of the microlensing modelling activities being undertaken in

Wellington, New Zealand. Largely as part of a recently completed PhD project, we have de-

veloped a flexible software suite to model complex gravitational microlensing events. Written

using C++, the code implements the inverse ray-tracing technique to model the light curves cor-

responding to multiple point mass lensing events. The software has been developed to run on

parallel processing systems, as we have at our disposal a number of computing grids. These in-

clude a Sun Grid Engine that has access to about 100 nodes running a flavour of BSD Unix, a grid

of about 1000 Windows machines connected using the Condor distributed computing software,

and an IBM Blue Gene system (located at the University of Canterbury in Christchurch NZ. The

modelling of a number of recent events of topical interest ispresented, specifically MOA 2002-

BLG-42, OGLE 2007-BLG-349 and OGLE 2006-BLG-109.
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1. Introduction

The use of the gravitational microlensing technique to search for extrasolar planets has become
both a successful and topical activity in the past few years. There arethree essential components to
this work. First, interesting (mostly high-magnification) microlensing events need to be detected
and alerted. The two currently operating survey groups, MOA [1] and OGLE [2], now alert some-
thing approaching 1000 Galactic bulge events per year combined. Second, intensive follow-up
observations are required around peak magnification times in order to detect and monitor any de-
partures from the predictable point-mass lensing changes. Follow up groups such as MicroFUN
[3] and PLANET [4] combine successfully with MOA and OGLE to obtain thesedata. And, third,
the necessary software and computing resources are require in orderto successfully model the re-
sulting complex events. A number of groups undertake this work, but our experience has been that
there is a significant effort involved in accumulating and developing the required resources. The
following provides an overview of our activities along with several modellingexamples.

2. Some relevant microlensing theory

It is well established that an observer viewing a luminous point-like source ‘sees’ two dis-
torted images when an intervening stellar mass passes very close to the directline of sight causing
so-called gravitational microlensing. The positions of the two images (and the resulting flux mag-
nification if the images can’t be resolved) can be readily obtained from the simple scalar equation
relating the actual source position (ηE) to the two image positions (ξE):

ηE = ξE −
1

ξE

This expression assumes the thin lens approximation and the two quantitiesηE andξE are projected
distances in the source plane in units of the projected angular radius,DSθE, on to the same plane,
where the Einstein ring angle is given by

θE =

[

2Rg(DS−DL)

DSDL

]
1
2

with Rg =
2GM

c2

Note that standard notation has been employed, withDL andDS being the observer to lens and
source distances, respectively, andRg is the Schwarzschild radius for the lensing mass. It is clear
that for Galactic distances and stellar masses,θE is very small (milliarcseconds) and the the two
images therefore cannot be resolved. But the changing magnification dueto the relative lens com-
ponent motion has been observed (many thousands of times!).

Adding only one additional point mass to the lensing configuration changes things substan-
tially. This is rather surprising, and the full complexity of the changes are not immediately evident
from the form of generalised equation describing the lens system. Again using the thin lens ap-
proximation this becomes:

~ηE = ~ξE −

(

M1

M1 +M2

)

~ξE

|~ξE|2
−

(

M2

M1 +M2

)

~ξE −~ρE

|~ξE −~ρE|2

2
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Figure 1: The event MOA 2002-BLG-42 modelled using the cb2 configuration depicted in the Fig. 2 caustic
curve plots.

The source (~ηE) and image positions (~ξE) now require specification by projectedvectordisplace-
ments (in units of the Einstein ring radius here) in the source plane along with theseparation,~ρE,
between the two lensing masses. The angular Einstein ring value used in this formula corresponds
to the total mass,M1 +M2, and with a view to modelling star-planet lens systems the origin of the
coordinate system in the source plane corresponds to the projected position of the primary (stellar)
lensing mass.

Of particular relevance for modelling binary lensing events is that this seemingly straight for-
ward extension to the single mass lens case cannot be solved analytically. Numerical techniques
are required to deduce the magnification curves and other quantities such as the caustic curves.
The caustic curves are the multi-lens analogue of the point source lens perfect alignment single
position, and correspond to all the (point) source positions that result in (formally) infinite mag-
nification, and they signal a change in the number of images when the sourcetrack crosses them.
Caustic curve plots provide a useful insight into the predicted magnification changes.

A straight forward, but computing intensive method, to determine magnificationvalues for
binary lens configurations is inverse ray tracing [5, 6]. In this approach, various positions in the
source plane are exhaustively checked using the above equation to seeif they are consistent with
a region in this plane corresponding to a given source position. When all the image positions and
their areas have been mapped out, the magnification can be estimated from the image/source area
ratio. Or, a magnification map can be created by recording the complete mappingof possible image
positions on to the various source positions governed by the above equation. The speed of modern
computers makes these methods practicable.
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Figure 2: The caustic curves for four of the binary model fits to the event MOA 2002-BLG-42. The fit
corresonding to cb1 is poor, while the other 3 fits are reasonable with wb2 being the best. However, there is
a discrepancy that may indicate the presence of a third body.Note the the two models wb1 and wb2 have
mass ratios (q) greater than 1,ρ is the lens component separation and RS is the source radius.

One advantage of this approach is that it is readily extended to include three or more lensing
masses. In addition, finite source sizes are naturally incorporated, and limb-darkening effects also
can be readily included.

3. Wellington software and hardware

As part of a PhD project [7] a programming suite that utilises the inverse raytracing technique
has been developed in order to model binary lensing events. Coding conforms to the ANSI C++
standard and the programs are structured using object class propertiesand methods. The top-level
modelling program (MLmodel) creates magnification maps for each parameter set and navigates
around the data versus modelχ2 hypersurface in order to find the best model parameters, using
a number of techniques, including a Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) stochastic algorithm.
Appropriate magnification maps are created as needed and maximum use is madeof parallel pro-
cessing by using different computing grid nodes to perform various tasks.

The program suite also includes the packageMLview, which provides an interactive display
of light curves, caustics and critical curves for multiple point mass lens systems. This capability
has been found to be very useful for finding an appropriate starting set of parameters forMLmodel.
The caustic and critical curves for a configuration are determined using the programgravlens[8].
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Figure 3: The microlensing event OGLE 2007-BLG-349 with a best binarylens fit.

We have access to three parallel processing systems: (1) a network of approximately 100 PCs
running a flavour of BSD Unix, with the processing resources coordinated using the Sun Grid
Engine (SGE) software, (2) approximately 1000 PCs running Windows software with coordination
provided by the Condor [9] grid computing software, and (3) an IBM p575/Blue Gene system at the
University of Canterbury in Christchurch, available via remote login. Mostof our modelling work
to date has been carried out on the SGE system, but we are migrating work to the VUW Condor
system as well as investigating the relative performance of the IBM system.

4. Modelling of specific events

Figs. 1 to 7 depict some of the results from modelling three interesting events: MOA 2002-
BLG-42, OGLE 2007-BLG-349 and OGLE 2006-BLG-109.

The first event derives from 2002 when the MOA collaboration detectedand alerted several
binary lens high magnifcation events. One of these (MOA 2002-BLG-33) resulted in a flux mag-
nification of nearly 500, and given that good coverage was obtained withobservations from other
sites, modelling of the event provided an effective probe of the source star atmosphere and stellar
profile [10, 11]. MOA-42 is another binary event that occurred somewhat later in the same season
and featured a magnification of more than 800 according to one of the model fits. We did obtain
follow-up observations from two other sites (Boyden, South Africa and EROS, Chile) that together
with MOA data provided a reasonable characterisation of the event, but our analysis has not yet
been formally published. In Figs. 1 and 2 we illustrate some of our modelling results.
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Figure 4: The intriguing event OGLE 2006-BLG-109 requires three lensing masses to reproduce the topol-
ogy of the observed light curve. The model fit graphed here does not include lens component orbital motion
and microlensing parallax effects - see [13] for an optimum model fit.

Figure 5: Caustic curve and source track geometry for the OGLE 2006-BLG-109 event model depicted
in Fig. 4, showing the lens component positions relative to the Einstein ring radius (left) and an expanded
picture of the central caustic.
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Figure 6: Caustic curve geometry for the OGLE 2006-BLG-109 event showing the individual caustic con-
tributions from lensing mass 2 (left) and lensing mass 3 (right).

Figure 7: Caustic curve geometry for the OGLE 2006-BLG-109 event comparing a superposition of the
separate binary caustics (left) with the combined three-mass caustic (right).
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The event OGLE 2007-BLG-349 is a recent well-covered binary event, but with some sugges-
tion of a third mass required to obtain an optimum fit [12]. Fig. 3 depicts our best binary lens fit to
the data.

OGLE 2006-BLG-109 is the fascinating event recently published [13] that requires a three-
mass lens for optimum modelling. In Figs. 4 to 7 we provide the results of our approximate mod-
elling that focusses on the topology of the three-mass system. Complete modellingof this event
requires accounting for Earth’s orbital motion during the event (microlensing parallax) and also
the orbital motion of the lens outer planet [13]. The figures presented here are designed to reveal
the interesting fact that the relevant caustic curve structure for the three-mass system is close to a
superposition of the individual two mass systems (Figs. 6 and 7).
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